All of the stations, not only WBAI, are having difficulties. All the fund drives are underperforming and expenses are higher than we can afford. But we are trying to come up with solutions that would reduce expenses and preclude losing any of the stations.

I and my colleagues are advocating for the availability and use of appropriate HR legal and other services when employee and personnel decisions are being considered to preclude any potential liability to Pacifica.

As far as I and my colleagues are concerned Summer Reese signed a contract with Pacifica in January 2014 and is the Executive Director.

There were numerous irregularities in a very close election for the permanent PNB chair. I have brought a motion to the PNB calling for an audit of that election that could lead to a redo, which, even if the winner ends up being the same, would gain us some needed election integrity.

The 2014 PNB committee and task force population process has not yet been completed. Committee sign-ups of directors and elections of contested seats have not yet been addressed in public session, including the KPFA Finance Committee seat. LSB delegates should sign up for committees and task forces regardless.